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Jane Austen lived to the age of forty-one. Choosing not to marry, she spent her entire life among family and friends, mainly in Hampshire, a peaceful rural county in southern England. By modern standards her life might seem restricted and uneventful. But A usen happily immersed herself in this domestic setting, and even more happily observed it, for personal and family relationships were grist for her imagination as a writer. The seemingly narrow scope of her life made her an expert on human behavior and provided all the material she needed for her six enduring novels.

A usen wrote about the “ordinary people” she knew best, members of the English middle class who, through professions or businesses, had risen to the level of land-owning gentry. A usen herself was the daughter of a clergyman, whose wife was from an upper-class family. A usen was born in 1775. She was especially close to her only sister Cassandra and much admired by her six brothers.

The A usen household was a lively and literary one. The A usens were avid readers of literature, and they discussed it often. They frequently read aloud to each other and put on plays. Jane began writing around age eleven. Throughout her teen years, she wrote parodies of popular literature for the entertainment of her family. O ne form that she skillfully imitated was the sentimental novel. Filled with clichés, it usually featured a swooning and blushing heroine, a noble hero, and a melodramatic plot involving a delayed courtship.

By the time A usen was in her early twenties, she was beginning to write full-length novels. A t first she kept this serious writing a secret from her family, but they soon became ardent supporters. In 1795 A usen began work on one of her best-known novels, Sense and Sensibility. In 1797 A usen’s father submitted an early version of Pride and Prejudice to a publisher, but it was rejected. Both were rewritten before their eventual publication in 1811 and 1813, respectively.

In 1801 A usen’s family moved to Bath, a fashionable resort town. Family memoirs hint that in the years that followed A usen fell in love with a young clergyman, who died suddenly. A t age 26, she agreed to marry a wealthy man but broke off the engagement the next day. While his fortune would have protected her from an old age in poverty, she may have known they were not a good match.

In all of her novels, A usen focuses on courtship and marriage. In each case, readers see society—one that had narrow and rigid expectations for women—through the eyes of a lively and perceptive young heroine. Filled with wit and good humor, A usen’s novels at the same time provide a realistic picture of relationships between men and women.

Critics marvel at A usen’s superb craftsmanship: her intricate and balanced plots; her sparkling dialogue; her deftly controlled ironic tone, amusing and critical at the same time. Readers of all kinds delight in her sharply drawn characters and her insights into human nature. The seeming effortlessness of her writing, along with its great readability and lifelike characters, attest to A usen’s skill as a writer. A s twentieth-century author Virginia Woolf noted, “Of all great writers she is the most difficult to catch in the act of greatness.”
Introducing the Novel

Single women have a dreadful propensity for
ing being poor— which is one very strong argument
in favour of matrimony.

—Jane Austen, 1816

Austen’s grimly humorous observation about
women’s lives, made in a letter, sums up the social
fact that is the starting point for Pride and
Prejudice. In the early 1800s, few middle-class
women could choose not to marry or to marry
simply for love. In general, women could not enter
occupations and earn their own living. A young
woman might become a governess, but this job
paid little and had a status only slightly above that
of a servant. A few middle-class women did earn
money writing, as Jane Austen did, but they sel-
dom made enough to live on. In addition, few
women inherited wealth. By tradition, property
and money were passed down through the male
side of the family. Thus, for most women, marriage
was the only path to financial security.

Given this circumscribed situation, women
devoted themselves to attracting a husband. Usually
this meant becoming “accomplished” in what were
considered the ladylike arts, such as singing, playing
the piano, drawing, and dancing. Reciting well-
known poems, embroidering, and painting designs
on tables were other “accomplishments” for young
ladies. Because their adult lives would be spent in
the domestic sphere, a well-rounded education was
not considered essential for girls. Although some
fathers, such as Austen’s, encouraged their daugh-
ters’ intellectual development, girls seldom received
the systematic education their brothers did.

Elizabeth Bennet, the novel’s main character, is
typical of young middle-class women of the time in
her predicament. But she is anything but typical in
her character. Readers from Jane Austen’s day to
the present have singled out Elizabeth as one of the
most intriguing female characters in fiction. Austen
is known for her complex and appealing heroines.
A critic noted:
For the first time in English literature, outside
Shakespeare, we meet heroines who are credible,
with minds, with the capacity to think for
themselves, with ambition and wit.

In the novel, Austen poses universal questions
in a microcosmic setting: How can a complex per-
son maintain his or her individuality and freedom
in a world of social pressures and restrictions? How
do preconceived notions affect people’s relation-
ships? Inevitably, Elizabeth must contend with some
inner limitations as well as outer ones. The novel
charts her path to self-discovery as she gets to know
another complex character, Fitzwilliam Darcy.
Often called a “comedy of manners,” Pride and
Prejudice balances laughter and compassion as it
tells the story of two people undergoing a rigorous
self-examination.

THE TIME AND PLACE

The novel takes place in England in the early
1800s, during a time known as the Regency period.
The term refers to England’s ruler between 1810
and 1820, George IV. He served as regent, or substi-
tute monarch, his father, George III who suffered
increasingly from periods of insanity. Most of the
novel’s action occurs in the homes of middle- and
upper-class families living in the countryside not far
from London.

The Regency period is sometimes called the
age of elegance. By the early 1800s, the industrial
revolution had been in full swing for several
decades and was transforming English society.
Technology was making commerce and manufac-
turing more efficient and profitable. As a result,
many middle-class business owners and profession-
als became wealthy. The newly rich were eager to
adopt the lifestyle of England’s traditional landed
aristocracy. They displayed their wealth in large
country homes with landscaped grounds, fine
carriages, and elegant fashions.

The upwardly mobile middle class, isolated
in their life of comfort and leisure, generally
gave little thought to what was going on outside
their world. The economic system that had made
them prosperous, however, had left others strug-
gling to survive. In the age of industrialism,
work that had previously been done manually
was now being done by machines. Many were
left unemployed. A third of the country was liv-
ing near starvation—a situation that fueled
social unrest. Bread riots and worker protests were met with force and repressive measures, such as denying freedom of speech. In addition, England was experiencing an agricultural depression and, until 1815, was fighting the Napoleonic wars in Europe.

Many critics find it odd that Jane Austen's novels almost totally exclude these important events, for she would certainly have been aware of them. But Austen's focus was consistent with the subject she had chosen to depict. Her novels faithfully reflect the self-centered view of the well-to-do classes. Moreover, as an artist, Austen knew what her particular gifts were: observing and commenting on the manners and morals of the middle class she knew intimately.

Did You Know?

In Jane Austen's day, many people who read novels were ashamed to admit it. At that time the term novel had a negative connotation. It referred to the most popular literature of the day—sentimental romances featuring refined and emotional heroines who are rescued from dangerous situations by handsome and courageous heroes. Such books were churned out quickly and devoured by a mainly female middle-class audience. Closely related to the sentimental novel was the gothic novel, whose hallmarks included dark castles, secret chambers, and rusty daggers dripping with blood. "Mere trash" was what Austen called this popular fiction.

Austen was familiar with the "fashionable novels" of the time and even parodied one in her mock-gothic Northanger Abbey (1818). But she admired the more realistic novels written earlier in the eighteenth century, especially those of Samuel Richardson. Richardson's novels were studies of everyday middle-class characters, who stood out for their intellectual and moral qualities, rather than their social connections. Austen also admired Fanny Burney, another author who wrote about middle-class society but focused on female characters. Burney used Richardson's epistolary form, in which a story is told entirely through letters, in her novel, Evelina. After Evelina, however, Burney shifted to using a third-person narrator, who reports on and filters the characters' internal thoughts.

When Austen began to write novels, she adopted the form of Burney's later work. Having an omniscient, or all-knowing, narrator allowed Austen to control point of view more closely and to present her characters' inner thoughts and feelings. At the same time, through the voice of the narrator she could convey a contrasting, or critical, view of the action. This contrast between the awareness of the characters and that of the narrator and the reader is known as dramatic irony. While Austen's ironic perspective is subtle and always good-humored, her writing clearly makes readers aware of her characters' follies and shortcomings.

Through her realistic and sophisticated approach to fiction, Austen helped to transform the status of the novel in the 1800s. She also invented a new form of fiction, the
FOCUS ACTIVITY

Do you pay attention to first impressions? How do you form an opinion about someone you are meeting for the first time?

List and Discuss

As a class, list four or five things that influence people when forming a first impression of a new acquaintance. Rank these items from most important to least important. Then discuss whether first impressions are usually reliable and why.

Setting a Purpose

Read to find out how first impressions shape the relationship of the two main characters, Elizabeth and Darcy.

BACKGROUND

The Social Setting

In *Pride and Prejudice*, almost all of the characters are members of England’s middle to upper-middle class. This social class includes both the “new rich,” families who have acquired wealth through trade or business, and the “old rich,” families who have inherited their wealth. Although these two groups share a similar lifestyle, Austen shows that there are significant differences in income and social prestige between them. These differences play a critical role in the relationship between Darcy and Elizabeth. Austen also highlights finer social distinctions within these two groups. Elizabeth’s father, Mr. Bennet, inherited his rather modest estate but cannot pass it on to his wife or daughters—only to a male relative. Mr. Bingley, the Bennets’ new neighbor, has a handsome income, but it is not as great as Mr. Darcy’s. Lady Catherine de Bourgh, like Darcy, is a member of the upper class, but her rank is even higher for she has a title. Terms such as “Sir” and “Lady” signified either an inherited title or a knighthood received for a particular service of great merit. Elizabeth’s good friend, Charlotte, is the daughter of Sir William Lucas, a man “formerly in trade” whose social status rose a notch when he received a knighthood. Charlotte, like Elizabeth, however, is not endowed with a great fortune.

Did You Know?

*Pride and Prejudice* opens with one of the most famous first lines in English literature: “It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife.” This sentence tells us much about the author’s purpose and attitude. It states one of the novel’s main themes: the relationship of money and marriage. It also sets an ironic tone. The truth about the “marriage market” was just the opposite. It was single young women who did not possess a fortune who were most in want of a husband. The author turns this truth upside down, in a way that surprises and amuses the reader. There is also humor in the fact that she uses dignified language to describe a crude fact of life. However, as Austen unfolds her plot and develops her characters, it becomes clear that she views one’s choice in marriage as a serious matter. This section introduces several eligible young women and men. As you read, try to discover what motivates each of these characters in their pursuit of a suitable mate.

VOCABULARY PREVIEW

earchlē [arch ile] adv. brashly; mischievously  
censure [sen shar] n. disapproval  
disconcerted [dis kən sur’ tod] adj. thrown into confusion  
entail [en tāl] v. to limit the inheritance of (property) to a specified line of heirs  
vexed [vekst] adj. irritated; annoying
Active Reading
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 1–12

The relationships between the major characters in the novel are introduced in these first chapters. Some of these relationships are well established when the novel begins; others are just developing. As you read Chapters 1–12, complete the diagram below. Write one or two words that describe each character. Then describe the attitudes that the characters connected by arrows have toward each other.
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Personal Response
Do you think Elizabeth’s first impression of Darcy was justified? Before you answer, review the list you made for the Focus Activity on page 12.

Analyzing Literature
Recall and Interpret
1. At the first ball, what facts does the narrator give about Darcy? How do the guests perceive him? What is Elizabeth’s first impression of him? Why?

2. Who is Charlotte Lucas? What comment does she make about Jane? What do you suppose is the reason behind such a comment?

3. At Sir William Lucas’s gathering, how does Darcy act around Elizabeth? At Netherfield, what are their conversations like?
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 1–12

Analyzing Literature (continued)
Evaluate and Connect
4. Why, do you think, is Darcy attracted to Elizabeth? What appealing qualities does she have?


Literature and Writing
A Funny Relationship
Mr. Bennet and Mrs. Bennet are a source of much humor in the early chapters of the novel. Write an analysis of these two characters. First, consider them separately. What adjectives would you use to describe each character? What are some humorous comments each one makes? Why do we laugh at these comments? Then, consider them as a couple. How would you describe the Bennets’ marriage? Is it an example of a happy marriage? Why might Austen have opened the novel by sketching their relationship? Use examples of dialogue and other evidence from the novel to back up your ideas about these characters.

Extending Your Response
Literature Groups
Jane Austen is a master at revealing character through dialogue. She prefers to show rather than tell what the characters are like. In your group, assign one or two chapters from this section to each person. Skim to find lines of dialogue that reveal something important about Darcy and Elizabeth. Then, take turns reading aloud, in chapter order, the statements or passages of dialogue that you selected. Discuss how the passage gave you insight into the character’s personality and relationships with others. If time allows, repeat this procedure for other characters, such as Bingley, Jane, Charlotte Lucas, and Caroline Bingley.

Learning for Life
Knowing how to conduct oneself in social settings is important for success in life. In the early nineteenth century, as today, certain spoken and unspoken rules helped people interact smoothly and courteously. In a small group, develop a list of six to ten rules of conduct that seem to guide the behavior of the characters in Pride and Prejudice. For example, how should one go about meeting a new neighbor? What rules should be followed when making introductions or conversing at a ball? What courtesies are expected when visiting in someone’s home? Share your lists with other groups, noting similarities and differences.

Save your work for your portfolio.

Pride and Prejudice Study Guide
FOCUS ACTIVITY

When someone says something good or bad about another person, do you tend to believe what you’ve heard?

Quickwrite
Describe on paper a time when you received “hearsay” information about another person. How did you decide whether to believe the person who spread the information?

Setting a Purpose
Read about Elizabeth and the new information she receives about Darcy.

BACKGROUND

Did You Know?
This section introduces one of Austen’s comic creations, the Reverend Mr. Collins. During Austen’s time, clergy in the Church of England increasingly came from the upper middle class. The occupation was viewed as a learned and prestigious profession, providing a moderate income.

After being ordained, or certified as a minister, following a period of study, a clergyman in the Church of England was given a living, meaning a house and job, in a church district, or parish. The minister was called a parson and his house, which was usually modest but comfortable, the parsonage. In some parishes, as in the case of Mr. Collins, a wealthy landowner might become a financial sponsor, or patron, of the local church. As you read, notice how Mr. Collins is closely linked with his patron, the intimidating Lady Catherine de Bourgh.

Plot and Subplots
Elizabeth and Darcy are clearly at the center of the main plot in Pride and Prejudice. A closely related subplot—involving Bingley and Elizabeth’s sister Jane—has already been introduced. In the next section of the novel, Austen develops two more subplots that both complicate and advance the main action of the story. One subplot introduces a charming young soldier named George Wickham. Like Darcy, Wickham makes a strong first impression on Elizabeth. The other subplot involves the pretentious clergyman Mr. Collins, a distant relative of the Bennets who will inherit their home, known as Longbourn, after Mr. Bennet dies. As you read, think about how Austen interweaves these two subplots with the main action. How do they add an element of suspense to the plot? How do they affect the mood of the story? How do they deepen the reader’s understanding of the two main characters, Elizabeth and Darcy?

VOCABULARY PREVIEW

abominable [ə bəˈmi:nəl] adj. deserving scorn; hateful
condescend [ˈkəndəsənd] v. to assume a superior manner
dissemble [diˈsembəl] v. to hide; to disguise
imprudent [ɪmˈprəʊdənt] adj. unwise
incredulous [ɪnˈkredʒəl] adj. unbelieving; skeptical
lament [ˈlɛmənt] v. to express sorrow or regret
pompous [ˈpɒmpəs] adj. pretentious; overly dignified
The pace of the novel quickens as two subplots unfold. One subplot concerns Elizabeth and Wickham, the other concerns Elizabeth and Mr. Collins. As you read, use the chart below to analyze why the various characters think or act as they do. To analyze their motives or reasons, think about what the character says about himself or herself as well as what others have to say about the character.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Collins decides to propose to one of the Bennet daughters</td>
<td>because he wants to make up for inheriting Longbourn in their place but also thinks one of them would make a suitable wife.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wickham does not have warm feelings for Darcy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingley's sister, Caroline, disapproves of Wickham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane believes Darcy could not have mistreated Wickham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the Netherfield ball, Elizabeth is embarrassed by her family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Collins does not accept Elizabeth's rejection of his proposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte accepts Mr. Collins's proposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly everyone adopts a low opinion of Darcy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 13–24

Personal Response
Which scene or chapter in this section did you most enjoy? Why?

Analyzing Literature
Recall and Interpret
1. When Wickham and Elizabeth first meet, what report does Wickham give Elizabeth about Darcy? What second impression does Wickham make on her? What is your impression of Wickham?

2. How does Elizabeth respond to Mr. Collins’s proposal? What does her response reveal about her character?

3. What event leaves Jane feeling downcast? Why is Elizabeth angry at Bingley, his sisters, and Darcy?
Responging
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 13–24

Analyzing Literature (continued)
Evaluate and Connect
4. How does Wickham's story deepen Elizabeth's prejudice against Darcy? Before you answer, review your response to the Focus Activity on page 16.

5. Do you share Elizabeth's shock at Charlotte's engagement to Mr. Collins? Explain.

Literature and Writing
Summary
Summarize the two subplots involving Wickham and Elizabeth, and Mr. Collins and Elizabeth. Review the chart you completed in the Active Reading on page 17. Explain how the actions of Wickham and Mr. Collins advance the main plot. How do their actions help us learn more about the main character, Elizabeth?

Extending Your Response
Literature Groups
The author places Mr. Collins at the center of some of the funniest scenes in the novel. In your group, discuss the character of Mr. Collins. Find examples of his behavior and speech that bring out his personal traits. Also, look for direct statements made about him by the other characters and by the narrator. Focus particularly on Chapters 13, 14, 15, and 19. As you discuss, make a list of ten adjectives or phrases that describe Mr. Collins. Then, think about what purpose Austen might have had in making Mr. Collins such a ridiculous figure. What aspects of society or human nature might she be criticizing?

Speaking and Listening
Knowing the right questions to ask is a skill that can help you in many settings—at work, at school, and in community activities. Write a question to ask each character who appears in this section of the novel. Answering the question should allow the character to state something important about his or her motives, actions, or relationships with other characters.

Then, as a class, ask and answer your questions in round-robin fashion:
- The first person should turn to the student in the next seat and, using the character's name, ask a question. For example, "Jane, why were you disappointed when Bingley left Netherfield?"
- The next student should answer the question using "I" and then pose a new question to the third student.
- Proceed in this way through the entire class. If students listening to the questions strongly disagree with an answer, allow a moment for brief comments.

Save your work for your portfolio.
FOCUS ACTIVITY

How might you react if another person completely misinterpreted your actions or intentions?

Journal
Describe in a journal entry a time when you felt that something you did was totally misunderstood by another person. Was the person’s reaction understandable? How did it make you feel? How did you handle the situation of being misjudged?

Setting a Purpose
Read to find out who misjudges whom and the consequences that result.

BACKGROUND

Did You Know?
Letters play an important role in the plot of Pride and Prejudice. In fact, Austen may have originally written the work as an epistolary novel. In this type of novel, the plot is developed entirely through letters. Some epistolary novels present an exchange of letters between several characters. In others, the letters of only one character make up the narrative. Readers of novels in Jane Austen’s time, being frequent letter writers and readers, would have been very comfortable with this genre. Letter writing helped to maintain social and family ties and communicated important information; thus, the ability to write a good letter was greatly admired. The epistolary novel was extremely popular in the 1700s. Since that time, however, novelists have rarely used this form. One recent exception is Nick Bantock’s popular novel Griffin and Sabine (1991). This romance by correspondence includes illustrated postcards and removable handwritten letters tucked into envelopes.

More Than Comedy
In earlier chapters of the novel, Mr. Collins made many worshipful remarks about his patron, Lady Catherine de Bourgh. In this section, readers meet Lady Catherine in the flesh, and so does Elizabeth. Like Mr. Collins, Lady Catherine is a comic figure. Both characters, however, are more than just a source of humor in the novel—Austen also uses them as a means to criticize the follies of class distinctions. Each also plays a crucial role in the plot. As you read, notice how Lady Catherine is connected to Darcy and how she responds to Elizabeth.

VOCABULARY PREVIEW

affability [afˈæbələti] n. friendliness
ardently [ərˈdent] adv. passionately
composure [kəmˈpʌzər] n. calm state of mind
discernment [dɪsˈkɔrnənt] n. perceptiveness
indignation [ɪnˈdʒɪnəʃən] n. anger at an injustice
scruples [skrəˈplu:z] n. principles of right and wrong
tumult [ˈtʌmlət] n. state of confusion or disorder
In Chapters 34 through 36, Elizabeth and Darcy speak frankly to each other and respond to each other’s criticisms. The narrative in these chapters follows a cause-and-effect pattern as Austen presents Darcy’s proposal, Elizabeth’s reaction, Darcy’s letter of explanation, and Elizabeth’s reflections on his letter. As you read, use the chart below to note the specific points the two characters make as they explain or reflect on their actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth rejects Darcy’s proposal</th>
<th>Darcy responds to Elizabeth’s objections</th>
<th>Elizabeth reflects on Darcy’s explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He ruined her sister’s happiness by separating Bingley and Jane.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 25–38

Personal Response
In Chapter 36, Elizabeth begins to examine her previous behavior and attitudes honestly. Review the journal entry you wrote for the Focus Activity on page 20. Why, do you think, is it hard for people to admit their mistakes in judging others?

Do you see any parallels between your own personal experiences and those of Elizabeth?

Analyzing Literature
Recall and Interpret
1. What new interest does Wickham have? What are the reasons behind this new interest? Does Elizabeth disapprove? Explain.

2. To whom is Lady Catherine de Bourgh related? How would you describe her treatment of Elizabeth?

3. What important information does Elizabeth learn about Darcy from Colonel Fitzwilliam? How does she react?
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 25–38

Analyzing Literature (continued)

**Evaluate and Connect**

4. The novel reaches its first climax, or dramatic turning point, in this section. In what scene does this climax occur? What questions hang in the reader’s mind after this scene?

5. What effect does Darcy’s letter have on Elizabeth? What does she realize about herself? About her family?

**Literature and Writing**

**Reply to Darcy**

Imagine that Elizabeth has decided to respond to Darcy’s letter with a letter of her own. Put yourself in Elizabeth’s place and write a letter to Darcy that sums up your feelings and thoughts. Before you write, review the chart you completed for Active Reading on page 21. Also, ask yourself some questions about Elizabeth’s reactions to Darcy’s letter (in Chapter 36). Do you think Elizabeth draws correct conclusions about herself? Has she changed her mind completely about Darcy? What might she wish for the future? Write your letter in a style that fits the time period of the novel or in a style used today. In either case, make sure your letter accurately reflects Elizabeth’s personality and state of mind.

**Extending Your Response**

**Literature Groups**

Do you like Darcy? Do you think he has been judged unfairly by Elizabeth? Do you think his words in proposing to Elizabeth were appropriate? Do you think his letter speaks well for him? In your group, hold a discussion in which you argue that Darcy is a sympathetic and admirable character or an unsympathetic and less-than-admirable character. Or perhaps you feel he is somewhere in between these two extremes. Use evidence from this section of the novel to support your argument.

**Drama Connection**

To better appreciate Austen’s skillful use of dialogue, select a scene from one of these chapters to read aloud. Some possible choices include:

- the proposal scene, in which Elizabeth and Darcy speak frankly
- the scene in which Elizabeth and the Collinses visit Lady Catherine
- the scene in which Elizabeth and Colonel Fitzwilliam converse about Darcy

Assign the parts, including one for the narrator. Then, photocopy the pages that contain the scene, enlarging them so they are easy to read. Give a copy to each group member. In the margin, label the lines spoken by each character and highlight the lines you will speak. Practice your reading at least twice, emphasizing vocal expression and clear pronunciation, and then present it to the class.

Save your work for your portfolio.
FOCUS ACTIVITY
Think about the word pride. What are some different situations in which people may feel pride? What are some different ways to define pride?

Web It
Create a web, like the one below, for the word pride. On the lines attached to the circle, list brief definitions or synonyms for pride. As you think of definitions, consider both the positive and negative aspects of pride.

Before You Read
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 39–50

Setting a Purpose
Read to find out how the novel continues to explore the theme of pride through the two main characters.

BACKGROUND
Did You Know?
In a typical plot, a certain event introduces a conflict and then the action gradually rises to a high point of intensity known as the climax. You could diagram this dramatic structure as a simple mountain peak, with the peak representing the climax. The left side represents the rising action, which develops the conflict. The right side represents the falling action, in which the conflict is resolved. In many novels the climax occurs near the end or somewhere in the second half of the novel. Do you think this is the case with Pride and Prejudice? Why or why not?

Pride: For Better or Worse?
The title of the novel clearly suggests one of the important themes of the novel: pride and its consequences. You have already met two characters who strongly exhibit the quality of pride: Fitzwilliam Darcy and Lady Catherine de Bourgh. These characters are quite different from each other, however. Furthermore, pride is not a simple concept, in life or in fiction. It can be a positive quality as well as a negative one. As you read, look for the positive and negative qualities of pride demonstrated in this section.

VOCABULARY PREVIEW
- anguish  [ang′gwish]  n. deep suffering or pain
- consolation  [kon ə lə′shən]  n. comfort; help for sorrow
- felicity  [fi lis′tē]  n. great happiness
- impetuous  [im pech′u o s]  adj. impulsive
- indolence  [in′də ləns]  n. habit of laziness
- profligate  [profl′gat]  adj. recklessly wasteful; pleasure-seeking
In these chapters, Elizabeth begins to reconsider her opinion of Darcy and wonders if his feelings remain the same toward her. Using the chart below, record events in the plot that cause Elizabeth to reflect on Darcy’s character and their future relationship. Note Elizabeth’s thoughts or feelings in response to each event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Elizabeth’s Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth tells Jane the truth about Wickham.</td>
<td>She thinks Darcy has merit and goodness, while Wickham has only the appearance of these qualities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 39–50

Personal Response
Were you surprised by Darcy’s behavior toward Elizabeth at Pemberly? Why or why not?

Review the word web you completed in the Focus Activity on page 24. What definitions of pride could be applied to Elizabeth and Darcy based on their actions in this section of the novel?

Analyzing Literature
Recall and Interpret
1. What two secrets concerning Darcy does Elizabeth reveal to Jane? What concern does Elizabeth express to her father?

2. What does Elizabeth learn about Darcy from the housekeeper at Pemberley? When Darcy appears, what surprises her about his behavior?

3. What crisis occurs involving Lydia? How is the crisis resolved?
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 39–50

Analyzing Literature (continued)
Evaluate and Connect
4. Which chapters provide comic relief from the mounting suspense about Lydia’s and Elizabeth’s futures in this section? What comic events occur in these chapters?

Literature and Writing
Suspense
Three of the Bennet daughters are involved in relationships that may or may not lead to marriage. In Chapters 39 through 50, the focus is primarily on Elizabeth and Lydia. Write an analysis of the way the author uses suspense in this section to make the reader wonder what will happen next for each of these young women. In your analysis, cite specific incidents and statements from the novel.

Extending Your Response
Literature Groups
The grounds and house at Pemberley, Darcy’s estate, is the only setting in the book that Austen describes in detail. Austen is economical in her description, however, using the setting simply to further the plot and bring out important qualities of the two main characters. Review the descriptions of Pemberley in Chapter 43. Then, draw several sketches to show what the house and grounds are like. Assign one area of the house or grounds to each person in the group. Include a sketch of the interior of one of the rooms that Elizabeth and the Gardiners see on their tour. Post your drawings where the entire class can view them. Describe the features that impressed Elizabeth and events from the plot that took place in the locations your group sketched.

Performing
In this section, Elizabeth goes through a process of self-examination. With a partner, role-play an interview in which Elizabeth answers questions about the evolution of her feelings toward herself and toward Darcy. Review the Active Reading chart on page 25. Also think about how the person portraying Elizabeth can use posture, gesture, vocal quality, and expression to capture Elizabeth’s personality and her frame of mind in this part of the novel. Perform your interview for a small group of students or the entire class.

Save your work for your portfolio.

Name ___________________________ Date ____________ Class ____________
FOCUS ACTIVITY
How do two people in love decide if they would make good lifetime companions in marriage?
Discuss
In a small group, discuss the factors that contribute to a happy marriage. In the real world, what does it mean to “live happily every after”?
Setting a Purpose
Read to find out what happens to the relationship between Elizabeth and Darcy.

BACKGROUND
Did You Know?
Jane Austen has had a fan club for over 100 years. In the late 1800s, the first publication of an Austen biography and collected edition of her novels led to a boom of interest in Jane Austen. Many of these early admirers were interested in her characters and in Austen herself. Austen acquired more scholarly admirers in the twentieth century, when many critics highlighted her mastery of language, plot, and irony.

Today, a Jane Austen Society exists in both Great Britain and North America. Austen’s modern-day fans appreciate her novels as literature, but they are also fascinated by the era that shaped Jane Austen’s life and writings. The Jane Austen Society of North America was founded in 1979. Its members’ interests range from publishing scholarly papers on Austen’s works to re-creating dinner parties and balls like those attended by her characters. To find out more about this group, visit their Web site at http://www.jasna.org.

Jane Austen: Social Critic?
In a scene earlier in the novel, Elizabeth implores Mr. Collins to treat her as “a rational creature speaking the truth from her heart.” Her statement seems to echo Mary Wollstonecraft, an author whose writings marked the beginning of the women’s rights movement. The well-read Austen would have been familiar with Wollstonecraft’s landmark work, Vindication of the Rights of Woman, published in 1792. This popular book challenged the prevailing idea that a woman’s purpose in life was to please men. Wollstonecraft claimed that, as mental equals, women should have the same opportunities in education, work, and politics as men.

None of Austen’s female characters “rocks the boat” the way Wollstonecraft did. Elizabeth Bennet, however, like other Austen heroines, is an intelligent woman of depth and substance. As you finish reading the novel, think about Elizabeth in relation to her society. Does she seem to accept society’s limits on her as a woman? How do you think Austen views the restrictions on her heroine? Do you think her purpose in writing the novel was merely to entertain, or did her work contain a deeper message of social criticism?

VOCABULARY PREVIEW
alacrity [əˈlæktrə ti] n. speed
effusion [iˈfjuəzhen] n. outpouring of words or feelings
irrevocably [ərɪrɪˈvəkəbli] adv. in a manner impossible to reverse
saucy [ˈseɪsi] adj. teasingly or amusingly bold
unabated [ənəˈbætəd] adj. maintaining full force
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couple 1: Jane and Bingley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who brings them together? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happens?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is their future?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couple 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who brings them together? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happens?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is their future?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couple 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who brings them together? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happens?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is their future?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the final chapters of the novel, the plot brings together three pairs of characters whose courtships have been anything but smooth. As you read this last section, use the chart below to track each relationship as the main conflict of the novel is resolved.
Personal Response
Were you surprised by the outcome of the novel? Explain why or why not.

Think back to your discussion from the Focus Activity on page 28. What sort of marriage would you predict for Elizabeth and Darcy, Jane and Bingley, and Wickham and Lydia?

Analyzing Literature
Recall and Interpret
1. Describe Lydia and Wickham as newlyweds. How does Darcy solve the family crisis Lydia has caused? How does Elizabeth find out about Darcy’s actions?

2. Why does Lady Catherine cross-examine Elizabeth? How does Elizabeth respond?

3. What do Elizabeth and Darcy say to each other on their long walk? What has each learned from the other?
Responding
Pride and Prejudice Chapters 51–61

Analyzing Literature (continued)
Evaluate and Connect
4. Defending her right to marry Darcy, Elizabeth tells Lady Catherine, “He is a gentleman; I am a gentleman’s daughter; so far we are equal.” In what other ways are Elizabeth and Darcy equals?

5. Considering the story’s conclusion, how would you describe Elizabeth? Would you call her a feminist? Explain.

Literature and Writing
Character Study
Compare and contrast the characters of Lydia, Jane, and Elizabeth. How are their personalities similar or different? How do they generally interact with men? What kinds of people do they eventually choose as husbands, and why? Which two characters, do you think, provide the greatest contrast? Write your analysis on a separate sheet of paper.

Extending Your Response
Literature Groups
Symmetry, a term from geometry, refers to shapes or forms that have a mirror-image or equally balanced parts that correspond in size, shape, or position. Some critics claim that Austen’s plots have a definite symmetry and that Pride and Prejudice is the most symmetrical of her novels. In your group, examine the novel for symmetry. As a starting point, think of the novel in terms of plot structure: rising action, climax, and falling action. Recall the scene that you identified as the climax of the narrative. Where in the novel does this climax occur? How does the rising action compare with the falling action in terms of length and content? You may also want to think about the title of the novel itself. What sort of balance or symmetry might the author be suggesting by the juxtaposition of “pride” and “prejudice”? Back up your opinions with examples and passages from the novel.

Creative Writing
Chapters 58 and 60 contain two important conversations between Elizabeth and Darcy. In Chapter 58, they speak frankly and from the heart. In Chapter 60, the tone of their conversation is more playful. Select one of these dialogues and rewrite it in your own words, simplifying the language. As you paraphrase Elizabeth’s and Darcy’s statements, look for the key information, idea, or feeling each character is sharing. Keep in mind the character’s personality. Write out your dialogue, and read it aloud. Compare it with your classmates’ versions.

Save your work for your portfolio.
Personal Response

Jane Austen wrote so convincingly about the people in her immediate society that her nineteenth-century readers often confused her fiction with reality. They wrote letters to Austen saying they were sure they had met the person represented by a certain character. While reading *Pride and Prejudice*, how many similarities did you see between the characters in the novel and people you know? Describe one or two examples. What qualities does the real person share with the fictional character?

Writing About the Novel

In *Pride and Prejudice*, one of the two main characters seems to represent pride, the other prejudice. Could these two qualities, however, be applied to the characters in reverse? In other words, does pride play a part in explaining Elizabeth’s behavior? What scenes bring out this quality? Does Darcy show himself to be prejudiced? In what ways? Which do you think is the greater fault: pride or prejudice? Write your answers to these questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Save your work for your portfolio.
from What Jane Austen Ate and Charles Dickens Knew

Daniel Pool

Before You Read

Focus Question
Do you follow the same rules of behavior when you are with different people or in different situations?
How do you know how you’re supposed to act in each case?

Background
The world portrayed in Austen’s novels is filled with niceties and rules of behavior which may seem unfamiliar to you. Daniel Pool’s book takes a closer look at what it was like to live in Austen’s time.

Responding to the Reading

1. Pool refers to “the deadly serious business of . . . the ‘marriage market.’ ” How does the London season described by Pool compare to the opportunities young people today have for meeting others?

2. In Chapter 29 of Pride and Prejudice, Lady Catherine asks Elizabeth, “Are any of your younger sisters out?” and expresses outrage at learning all five Bennet sisters are out at once. Is the meaning of “out” the same in Pool’s description of London society as in Austen’s description of the Bennet sisters? Explain.

3. “Elizabeth was sitting by herself the next morning . . . when, to her very great surprise, Mr. Darcy, and Mr. Darcy only, entered the room . . . He had understood all the ladies to be within.” What rule of etiquette were these two violating?

4. Making Connections Jane Bennet spent January to mid-May with her Aunt and Uncle Gardiner at Gracechurch Street in London. What social events occurred in London during these months? Elizabeth Bennet comments, “Mr. Darcy would no more suffer [Bingley] to call on Jane in such a part of London!” Why would she think that Darcy and Bingley would not visit Jane at Gracechurch Street?

Understanding Our World
Interview someone from an older generation. Ask if acceptable social behavior has changed in his or her lifetime. Use the response to create a chart that compares and contrasts the rules of social behavior in the two generations, yours and your interviewee’s.
The Best Sort of Husband

Susan B. Kelly

Before You Read

Focus Question

Compare how nineteenth-century society viewed marriage with how marriage is viewed today. What might account for the differences?

Background

British novelist Susan B. Kelly portrays Jane Austen as the narrator in this short story. Kelly obviously is inspired by Austen's writings, which deal with the recurring theme of the search for a suitable marriage partner. This story shows that not all women were eager for marriage with a propertied man.

Responding to the Reading

1. In the beginning of the story, does Margaret look forward to marriage? Is her attitude the same or different at the end of the story? What circumstances contribute to her attitude in each case?

2. When did you first suspect that Margaret's brothers' plans for her marriage were not honorable? Was there an earlier clue?

3. Why do you think the narrator thought her letter to Margaret had not been delivered?

4. Making Connections The opening line of Pride and Prejudice, “It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife,” introduces the novel’s theme. Choose one of the lines that Kelly quotes from Austen’s works, and show how it sets the scene for the text that follows it.

Art Connection

Jane, the narrator, begins her description of Margaret with “It was not that she was exactly plain...” Use this physical description to sketch a portrait of the rather unattractive Margaret as she appears at the beginning of the story. Then sketch the stylish woman that Margaret has become by the end of the story.
Austen Boom Shows an Un-American Craving for Civility

Henry Grunwald

Before You Read
Focus Question
Why do you think Jane Austen’s novels continue to be read almost 200 years after they were written?

Background
Have you seen any of the movies or TV miniseries made in the 1990s that are based on Austen’s novels?
Grunwald’s article offers explanations for why Austen’s books remain popular today.

Responding to the Reading
1. Choose one reason offered in the article to explain the recent popularity of Austen’s novels. Agree or disagree, using your own knowledge and experience to support your opinion.

2. Grunwald states that “we have defined informality downward.” What does he mean by this statement? Do you agree with Grunwald? Why or why not?

3. Making Connections What do you think is the purpose of manners and civility? Do you think the society that you live in is better or worse for its attitude towards civility? Explain, citing examples from Pride and Prejudice to illustrate your point.

Learning for Life
Divide into groups of four to six to debate an issue related to the state of civility in society today. As a group, formulate a statement to debate. Then divide into subgroups of two or three. Half of each group must argue for the statement, the other half against it. In your subgroups, prepare the points you will make supporting your stance. Next present your debate, beginning with the group supporting the statement. Remember, you don’t have to believe in your argument. You just have to present it in a convincing way.
Habitation

Margaret Atwood

Before You Read
Focus Question
What are some of your ideas about what marriage will be like? What do you think your expectations are based upon?

Background
Love and courtship have always been popular themes in literature. Contemporary poet Margaret Atwood has written a stark, realistic poem about marriage.

Responding to the Reading
1. In “Habitation,” A twood writes, “Marriage is not / a house or even a tent // it is before that, and colder: . . .” What do you think this means?

2. How does the poet use metaphor in lines 4–13 to express particular ideas about marriage?

3. Making Connections In that ways does the courtship of Elizabeth and Darcy in Pride and Prejudice seem to resemble the description of marriage in “H habitation”?

Rewriting
Find a modern poem or love song you consider to be an unrealistic representation of love. On a separate sheet of paper, rewrite the lyrics to more accurately reflect “true love.”
Before You Read

Focus Question
How have society's views of marriage and divorce changed since your grandparents were young?

Background
Award-winning author Edith Wharton was born into New York City's high society in 1862 and began writing as a young woman. Although she is probably most well-known for her novel Ethan Frome, it was another novel, The Age of Innocence, that earned her a Pulitzer Prize in 1920. Wharton spent much of her life in France. Her own troubled marriage and divorce provided a basis for some of her writing. In "Autres Temps . . .," which in English means "Other Times . . .," she explores the world of a divorced woman.

Responding to the Reading
1. Mrs. Lidcote's past speaks to her saying, "I'm not only your own past but Leila's present." What does this statement reveal about Mrs. Lidcote's expectations?

2. How does the title of the story help you better understand its theme?

3. Making Connections Compare the prejudice displayed toward Mrs. Lidcote by New York society with that displayed by Darcy toward the Bennets in Pride and Prejudice.

Research and Writing
Divide into small groups to research and prepare a ten-step guide on how to create a successful marriage. Compare your guide with those created by other groups.